
Bryant University: 

A Center of Excellence in International Business,
Bryant University is a  highly regarded university
with prestigious national and international rankings,
top accreditations, and strategic affiliations. 
The Chafee Center has access to faculty, staff,
students and local partners, all of which may be
mobilized to provide customized solutions for
your corporation.  

SERVICES WE PROVIDE:

The John H. Chafee Center for International Business at Bryant University is 
uniquely poised to help your firm enter the U.S. market. We are strategically 
partnered with the state of Rhode Island to provide customized solutions 
to bring your product/service to the U.S. market.

Looking for Guidance Entering
the United States Market?

John H. Chafee Center
for International Business
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Rhode Island lies between New York City and
Boston and is part of the Northeast Corridor,
an area that generates $3.75 trillion in economic
output, meaning that if it were a separate country,
“it would be the fourth largest economy in the
world, behind only the US, China, and Japan
and ahead of Germany.”

By the end of 2017, PVD's T.F. Green Airport
will have approximately 65 daily departures to
33 destinations. The Northeast I-95 corridor
makes for easy access to New York and Boston
as well as to airports and shipping terminals that
serve international markets.

Rhode Island also offers the lowest corporate
tax rate in New England and has not raised
corporate, income or sales tax rates in more
than twenty years. Rhode Island boosts a stable
business environment, a strong talent pipeline,
and a vibrant hub of economic development.

MARKET RESEARCH
Companies wishing to enter the U.S. market need to understand U.S. 
import procedures and tariffs, federal and local laws, and technical
regulations as they relate to their products and services. They also require
a solid understanding of the competitive landscape, marketing and 
distribution strategies and key players.  Our Market Research provides
the rigorous due diligence necessary to confidently assess and target the
U.S. market.  This information will be customized to assist each company
in analyzing their opportunities and determining next steps.

MARKETING STRATEGY
A comprehensive U.S. marketing plan is key to achieving a successful
launch and strategic growth.  Once a company understands the U.S.
market, our qualified team of experts will create an effective marketing
plan designed to meet the company’s business goals.  This strategy may
include a thorough review of costs, logistics, marketing requirements,
product modifications, technical requirements and more.  In addition, 
introductions to pre-qualified potential partners within the target U.S.
market may be facilitated.  

STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
Once a strategy has been developed, we will work with the company to
implement their marketing plan with appropriate branding, messaging
and lead generation.  Our team will assist in developing the necessary
marketing tools to convey the appropriate messaging for the U.S., 
including websites, social media platforms, PowerPoints, displays and
sell sheets.  Lead generation tools can also be developed to implement
an action plan to generate leads through cost effective marketing tools
and channels.

CONTACT: 
John H. Chafee Center for International Business  

Bryant University
1150 Douglas Pike, Smithfield, RI 02917
(401) 232-6407
Kate Medeiros, Business Development Manager
kmedeiros@bryant.edu

ADDITIONAL SERVICES AVAILABLE: 

• Mentoring and training on a range 
of pertinent issues

• Introductions to experts in the field 
including immigration attorneys, 
translation services, 3 PLs and 4 PLs 
that can offer a range of logistical
solutions to bring products to market

• Professional assistance in meeting 
government regulations

• Access to U.S. Patent and Trademark 
services

• Introductions to the local business 
community

   
  

   
  

  

  

   
  

   
  

  

  

   
  

   
  

  

  

SERVICES

Rhode Island: 
Gateway to the Northeast  


